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Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Full description coming soon! Dealership Showcased. Private Seller. Power
steering. Power brakes. Tilt steering Truck is tow equipped needs n Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make
Ford. Model F If you have any questions, Call Buyer is responsible for any shipping fees.
Payment is due within 3 days, via cash or check. Check must clear bank before you get the
keys. I do reserve the right to end auction at anytime as it is advertised locally too. This
particular truck represents Ford's top-of-the-line offering in ; the Ranger XLT trim package
includes the bright polished side trim, rear tail lamp and tailgate trim, bright drip rail moldings,
chrome front bumper, two-tone paint scheme, and special badging. Inside, it includes wood
grained dash and door panel trim upgrades, full carpet, and fancy seat trim. Other top options
include the powerful V8 engine, C6 automatic transmission, full power steering not power assist
as in earlier years , and power disc brakes. Driving this truck is an absolute pleasure;
everything works, it drives straight down the road, turns precisely and easily, and stops as
though new. The engine is not only very powerful, but very smooth-running as well. Smooth
acceleration to freeway speeds and beyond. The Camper Special option adds heavy-duty rear
axle, overload springs, increased cooling, heavy-duty transmission, heavier brakes, and other
features to ensure easy and reliable hauling and towing. These trucks were built to tow and haul
at freeway speeds, with enough power to pass lesser vehicles going uphill. Mechanically, she's
just about perfect. Easy cold starting, choke warms up the engine, kick it down for a smooth
idle and you are ready to go. Brakes are great, steering tight, suspension supple and strong.
Cosmetically, she's beautiful. Mostly original Dark Brown Metallic paint with factory Tan
two-tone accent still shines and looks great. Brightwork, trim, glass, etc. Original wheels and
hubcaps, nice radial tires. Grill is excellent with no cracks or breaks. The body itself is very
straight, and has no outer body, floor, rocker, etc. The interior is all original with the exception
of the radio upgraded and working , and the added Indian Blanket seat cover. The original seat
does have wear in the driver's side area, as does the carpet. The original headliner has
shrunken a bit, as they all do. Dash is perfect with no cracks, door panels are excellent, and the
overall interior impression is one of clean, well-cared-for quality. The heater and defrost work
very well, all the gauges work, all the lights, signals, etc. Even the horn works. In short, this
truck is a wonderful example of Ford's finest era of truck building. You'd be hard-pressed to find
a nicer truck anywhere near this price range. The truck is also outfitted with a heavy-duty
receiver hitch and trailer wiring out back, and a trailer brake controller in the cabin. The
removable hitch and ball also come with it. Clear title in hand, matches the VIN exactly for
inspection, export, etc. While every effort is being made to describe the truck as accurately as
possible, it is in fact a year-old classic vehicle, and therefore being sold as-is, without warranty
or guarantee expressed, written, or implied. Shipping is the full responsibility of the buyer; I will
make myself and the truck available to your carrier on short notice. Please feel free to contact
me directly at with any questions you may have. This truck is going to make someone very
happy! I searched for years to find the nicest late 70's model F I could find with the intention of
doing a Cummins diesel engine swap project. I have come to realize that I just don't have the

time to get this done. I've only managed to drive it about miles since I bought it about 5 years
ago so it's obvious that it's just not getting the attention that it should. Believe me - the wife
doesn't let me forget about that fact either. The truck is very highly optioned model with both
"Camper Special" and "Trailer Special" packages, big block engine, C6 automatic, 4x4, air
conditioning, locking hood release, dual fuel tanks, cruise control, etc. The exterior body is very
straight and clean with only the slightest bit of rust beginning to bubble through the paint
around the gutter trim of the super cab windows and some very minor surface rust on the few
dings in the bed please see photos The rest of the body is essentially rust free. The exterior
paint is shiny and while there are some signs that a portion of the blue has been touched up, it
was nicely done. I believe the majority of it could still be original paint. The exterior trim is all
there and in great condition. The interior is fantastic for being almost 38 years old - the seats
show only the slightest bit of wear, no cracks in the dash pad, carpet is clean and not faded, the
headliner is perfect, the door panels are not broken although the elastic on the vinyl pockets is
stretched out a little, glass is not cracked and yes, the period correct gun rack is included! All
the dash gauges and warning lights work properly, all the exterior lights work as well. The stock
Ford steel wheels have been sandblasted and powdercoated and then a brand new set of load
range E 16" tires were mounted. The tires don't even have 20 miles on them since they were
mounted. There are new N. The front bumper is new and looks perfect. The truck drives as good
as it looks - nice and straight down the road with no vibrations. The power steering works well,
the automatic transmission shifts positively, the air conditioner works, 4x4 system is all in
working order, the power brakes work well and the trucks stops straight and true. The engine is
a ci and has an aftermarket aluminum intake manifold and newer carburetor and air cleaner on
it. The odometer reads however, I suspect actual miles are While the truck is not perfect and
does show signs of being used, it's going to be very hard to find one this nice that hasn't been
fully restored. Issues that I'm aware of - There is an aftermarket radio with equalizer installed
that don't work. The tailgate latch release seems to have come off the mechanism inside. The
water pump weep hole does appear to be leaking a little water however then engine does run at
normal temperature. C6 automatic transmission. Married transfer case. Dana 44 front. Dana 60
rear. Dual fuel tanks. Great condition. No major rust. Great Interior. Everything works perfectly.
Four wheel drive works great. New Edelbrock 4 barrel carburetor. New Edelbrock intake
manifold. New rear fuel tank. New battery. New battery cables. New hoses. New belts. Call or
text. Engine runs great. Was rebuilt years ago and not run much since. Manual choke on double
pumper carb is not connected. Transmission and clutch both operate great, no issues. Just PA
inspected, no issues. Exhaust was recently replaced with dual exhaust. Sounds good, not loud.
Payment in cash only. Title in hand, drive it home. Includes Cap Shown. Truck in nice overall
condition. Its had some bodywork done over the years. Bed is off an earlier model custom still
has emblems. Drivers floorboard replaced, cab corner at driver side was replaced. Bed has
some repair patches. Very solid truck. Body has some recent small dents at drivers door and
rear fender. Paint looks good but does have flaws. Bench seat is a non original custom
replacement. Dash is cracked but has cover pad. New leaf springs. Good 33 x Excellent
condition inside and outside. Not perfect but very close. Great daily driver or show truck. Please
call or text only. I rarely have access to E mail. Call Tee, This truck is absolutely amazing, the
work put into the truck is priceless. Full documentation of enhancements is available. This is a
highly recognizable, individualized cool truck. No rust or dents. New paint. Everything works the
way it should. The 4 wheel drive works great. No emails please because I rarely have access to
a computer. Tee Bought new in June for use as a contractor truck. Used for this purpose until ,
after which it has been rarely driven. Bought a new Snug Top cab-high shell in along with some
chrome and black wheels with oversized chrome axle caps. Stored the truck in a garage of one
of my rental houses for over 15 years which helps account for the very low original mileage on
the vehicle. Minor accidents over the years but always took care of any dents or scratches in a
timely manner. Original engine and transmission. Replaced the radiator and all hoses about 4
years ago. I thought this truck would in my possession until I died but I decided to let it go to a
new home where it can be appreciated and used proudly by a new owner. If I think of more
things to say about the truck they will be added. Small amount of patch work done to muffler.
Some various marks to the paint. Could use some various touch ups and paint fixes. Also a
small size dent on the right side, by the first gas tank. Front chrome bumper is in great
condition, along with all the chrome on the truck. Back bumper is made from metal and has rust
spots. Some other small various rust spots, mostly in bed and around windows. Thin crack like
rust damage to the bed. But this crack doesn't compromise the structural integrity of the bed at
all. Also is missing 1 of the 4 original hubcaps. The title is clear and ready to be transferred, It
had one previous owner, witch was my aunt. And nether of us ever were ever in an accident.
Study carefully and see this truck in all its glory. I will be listing this truck for 7 days only and

after that I will be listing locally and taking it off eBay. So buy it now when you still have the
chance! This truck is semi-close to being a real GEM. A perfect project for someone that is
looking for an inexpensive restoration job, and then one day owning a classic car show truck
like this could be. Sales must take place through eBay!! We can drive the truck up to 50 miles
from Seattle to meet you. Contact me at: lukeylboyo gmail. Brooklyn, NY. Elk Grove, CA. Dallas,
OR. Oregon City, OR. North Kingstown, RI. Sacramento, CA. Collegedale, TN. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Ford F Year Make Ford Model F ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Manual
24 Automatic Gasoline Classic Cars Highboy 3 Crew Cab 4x4 2 Short Bed 2. Popular Similar
Cars. Refine search. The mileage I cannot confirm but the seat is in great shape and the foam is
not worn. The mileage isn't exact, the Motor was rebuilt a few years ago and I don't know how
many miles are on it at this point. For complete listing information please select the click to bid
button to see this item on ebay.. Air Conditioning. Google Ads. Body is in good shape has some
rust. Has factory air conditioning, cruise, and tilt. New overhaul on motor and drive train 11,
miles ago Air Conditioning. New fuel pump new plugs wires cap and rotor. Has fuel and spark
but won't start not sure what's wrong. Over all pretty good condition. The entire engine bay is
extremely clean and very well organized with the stock air cleaner and Ford Blue engine paint
accenting this truck with a great classic look. I start with the bestpossible vehicle to restore!
This truck came from california. It has way toomany cooool parts on it to mention in this ad.
Elderbrock intake and carb. Custom aluminumvalve covers. Custom preluber system also on
the motor. C6 equipped with fordperformance parts. These are all factory brand new ford parts. I
personally fabricated a torino sport hood scoop onto the original hood. The hard work is done.
It has new tires that have only been drove on few times I had both drive lines rebuilt same time
as the. It does have a cut out on the passenger side rear fender and also a cut out on the driver
side door I have new plates for both. I start with the best possible vehicle to restore! It has way
too many cooool parts on it to mention in this ad. Elderbrock performer intake, part and
elderbrock carb. Part cfm electric choke. Engle hydraulic flat tappet cam, yes i do have the cam
card. Custom aluminum valve covers. Ford motorsport oil cooler part ma Doug thorley headers
port matched to the police interceptor heads. C6 equipped with ford motorsport parts clutch
drum ma, pan ma, art carr trans. Yes i have the receipts and the boxes these nos parts came in!
I have a whole folder of receipts and information on the truck. No glass in vehicle at present.
Highboy 4speed headers aluminum intake new front tires sliding back glass sunroof new model
seat gears fuel cell complete brush guard bed cover new radiator power steering new exhaust
solid truck has one rust spot on drivers cab corner have replacement panel but never installed
new ball joints new tie rod end new u joints new seals in differential has a 3 inch body lift kit not
installed 3 way wipers. Now for what it needs is a master cylinder and booster new front rotors
needs rear wheel cylinders and possibly brake shoes 2 rear tires. Text me for more pics. The
splitter valve has been replaced as well as the sending units in both tanks. The ac works the
belt just needs to be put back on , cruise control works, runs 40 lbs oil pressure when warmed
up, miles shown are actual miles, runs good, shifts good, gets 14 mpg on the highway. Thanks,
1st automotive - store - tyler - jeremy. Thanks,1st automotive - store - tyler - jeremy. Very clean
body for the year and interior in great shape. Contact keith or email sueannsewing aol. The
exterior of the truck is finished in it's well-preserved factory white paint. Zero rust, no bondo,
factory paint. Watch the walk around video to see pictures of the paint meter verifying the
originality. The interior is more than comfortable, finished in a green cloth that is in fabulous
condition. The dash is flawless and shows no cracks. The factory wheels have been painted to
the match the red on the "FORD" stamping on the tail gate. A spray-in bed liner makes the bed
usable without fear of hurting the truck. The CI V8 runs smooth and provides plenty of power to
bring this truck up to highway speeds. The C-4 3 Speed transmission provides clean shifts. This
truck is ready for the road with new tires, a new radiator and tuned up with new plugs, wires and
distributor. Records dating back to on hand. Contact Shep This f has lived in idaho its whole
life. The ci v8 runs smooth and provides plenty of power to bring this truck up to highway
speeds. The c-4 3 speed transmission provides clean shifts. Contact shep It has brand new
tires, new fuel pump, ignition control module, recharging unit, I also got spear parts for it. Seller
has the rights to end auction early for local sales and advertisement. This vehicle is being sold
as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be
responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes
no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any
incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for
identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. The seller
shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects a. For complete
listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. This truck has

been very well taken care of. The paint was changed from a brown color to a deep blue and the
interior matches the paint. Has the v8 motor and automatic transmission. Transmission was
replaced a few months ago. The tires are a brand new matching set of michelin tires with the
spare to go along as well. The tailgate was replaced to what can be seen in the photos but the
original comes with it as well. I have all of the reciepts from the previous owners work on it. It
runs up and down the road with no problems at all. Call with any questions or concerns. Less
than 10, miles on rebuilt engine. Very solid old pickup with original paint, shows some patina,
no hidden bodywork, bondo, or rust, originally from arizona. Just turned over a hundred
thousand miles on truck engine has about thousand. Fold down rear bench seat, factory
stainless tow mirrors original split bench, carpet, window rubbers and weather strip just redone.
Dash pad has sun cracks. I have two other low mile 12v cummins p pump engines that could be
negotiated into a package deal, an 8. It always starts right up, drives fine, brakes and steering
feel good and tight. It is not a show truck but it has the potential to be one, these are pretty
scarce and only going up in value. And balance in cash within 7 days unless other terms are
agreed upon. Please ask any and all questions before bidding all glass on this truck is clean
and great shape!!!! The exterior paint, trim and interior would show normal wear, needing only
minor reconditioning. May also be a deteriorated restoration or a very poor amateur restoration.
This column does not represent a parts car or a non-running vehicle. Note: some of the vehicles
in this publication could be considered daily drivers and are not valued as a classic vehicle.
When determining a value for a daily driver, it is recommended that the subscriber use the low
retail value. It could be an older restoration or a well-maintained original vehicle. Completely
operable. The exterior paint, trim and mechanics are presentable and serviceable inside and
out. A footer. It could be a completely restored or an extremely well-maintained original vehicle
showing very minimal wear. The exterior paint, trim and mechanics are not in need of
reconditioning. The interior would be in excellent condition. Some vehicles may be. Survivor
truck only , original miles equipped with a strong v8, 4 speed manual transmission, 4 wheel
drive with locking hubs, power steering, power brakes and front disc brakes. Loaded with
factory air conditioning, upgraded xlt interior package, cd player, idaho truck has never seen
salt. Equipped with a tow package, warn winch and heavy duty bumper and ranger xlt exterior
trim package. Very little rust truck from west coast, engine runs good, some lights need
repaired sheet metal straight, call me for more photos and info ci engine 4 speed trans, dana 44
front dana 60 rear, all running gear in working order. Regretfully and with a heavy heart, we offer
up the f Time has come, and it will be better suited in someones hands who can truly drive and
enjoy her. A quick overview: truck is a f supercab xlt. She has factory ac, dana 60 front end,
motor, 4x4, camper special, with all the chrome supercab trim available. C6 automatic
transmission, brand new tires about 15 miles on them. Truck spent a majority of her life in
oregon, so she is in remarkably nice shape for her age. She still has a lot of the stock emissions
air cans under the hood. Truck is equipped with power steering and power brakes. For
upgrades and new parts all within last 15 miles : brand new brakes all the way around Includes
new master cylinder, new booster, new calipers, new pads, new shoes, and some lines. New
starter, starter solenoid, battery, alignment, tie rod ends, and steering components. Has some
new belts, new filters and fluids, also upgraded fuel pump. Has a bigger edelbrock carburetor,
with stock air cleaner. Im sure there is more that i am leaving out too. Interior:professionally
rebuilt and reupholstered front and rear seats, new carpet, new radio, all gauges work, new
speakers, new window and door seals too. Truck is in really nice shape, it has a few paint chips
here and there but no body damage whatsoever. Has some bubbling starting on the very bottom
of the doors, but that is the only problem area on the entire vehicle. Overall, its a great
conditioned vehicle that was clearly taken very good care of. Any questions please feel free to
leave me a message. On may at pdt, seller added the following information: i apologize, i
accidentally wrote oregon. The truck spent most of its life in nevada. Very healthy 4-speed.
Motor has 13, miles since rebuild. Drive train runs as good as the pickup looks. Rear main has a
small leak that developed about 4 months ago. I would not hesitate to drive this truck across
country. It drives real well. Note: paint has pre-mature wear below gas cap. C6 equipped with
ford performance parts. Trade for small pickup here i have a f with a 6. It has new spark plugs,
wires, coil, ignition module, distributor ,battery, exhaust, radiator, tires and newer 17" wheels
and a new headliner.. It has kkk on body and 32kkk on rebuild motor!! Has upgraded cams and
lifters.. Sits on 35" tires under a 6" skyjacker lift with stabilizers for steering!! Body is a little
rough but nothing that's to out of hand or abnormal! Runs and drives like a dream i drive it to
slc from ogden and back everyday and everything works other than no radio ' interior is in great
shape and looks good after the new door panels and headliner was put in a week ago!! I hate to
s
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ell this truck but am in need of something with better gas mileage due to driving long distance
to and from work!! There are a few dings in this vehicles doors. This vehicle is in good running
condition. The overall condition of this vehicles exterior is average. The previous owner did not
keep this vehicle garaged. This vehicle was owned by a non-smoker. The condition of the
vehicles interior is average. We cannot verify the actual mileage of this vehicle. There is no
trouble shifting this transmission. No damage on vehicle, body is in excellent condition. Here i
have a f with a 6. It has new spark plugs, wires, coil, ignition module, battery, exhaust, radiator,
tires and newer 17" wheels!! Runs and drives like a dream and everything works other than no
radio ' interior is in great shape and looks good after the new door panels and headliner was put
in a week ago!! Comoptions:description: ford f 4x4, , automatic power steering and brakes dual
tanks. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

